
 

 

 
2014 GEORGIA / FLORIDA CERTAMEN 

NOVICE 
ROUND 1 

 
1. Change the phrase novus annus to the nominative plural.                    NOVĪ ANNĪ 
 B1: Change novī annī to the dative.               NOVĪS ANNĪS 
 B2: Change novīs annīs to the singular.                 NOVŌ ANNŌ 
 
2. What heroine was the first to strike blood at the Calydonian Boar Hunt?                               ATALANTA 
 B1: How did Atalanta wound the boar?        WITH AN ARROW 
 B2: What Calydonian prince killed the boar and gave its hide to Atalanta?                      MELEAGER 
         
3. Which political alliance in Rome was formed in 60 B.C.           FIRST TRIUMVIRATE 
 B1: Which member of the First Triumvirate was the first to die?              CRASSUS 
 B2: At what battle against the Parthians did Crassus die?           CARRHAE 
 
4. From what Latin verb, with what meaning, do we derive "petition" and "appetite"?   
            PETŌ - SEEK / ASK 
 B1: ...do we derive "circumscribe" and "scribble"?             SCRĪBŌ - TO WRITE 
 B2: ...do we derive "mutiny"?                 MOVEŌ - TO MOVE 
 
5. Which of the following was NOT a type of Roman gladiator: Myrmillō, Retiārius, Hoplomachus, 
 Ostiārius?            OSTIĀRIUS 
 B1: What was the job of an ostiārius?                THE DOOR KEEPER 
 B2: What slave whispered the names of important persons to his master?             NOMENCLĀTOR 
 
6. Give the adverbial form of clārus.                 CLĀRĒ 
 B1: Give the adverbial form of fortis.          FORTITER 
 B2: Give the adverbial form of bonus.         BENE 
 
7. What emperor, who served as the Praetorian Prefect for his father, presided over the opening of the 
 Colosseum in 80 A.D.?          TITUS 
 B1: In what year did Titus die?                   81 A.D. 
 B2: What brother of Titus succeeded him and completed an arch in his honor?      DOMITIAN 
 
8. Which Olympian god, born at Thebes, carried the Thyrsus and was accompanied by Maenads? 
                DIONYSUS 
 B1: Who was the mother of Dionysus?               SEMELE 
 B2: What goddess, disguised as her nurse Beroe, tricked Semele into asking Zeus to reveal his 
  true form as a god?           HERA 
             
9. What is the meaning of the Latin noun pax?                  PEACE 
 B1: ...of the Latin noun pēs?          FOOT 
 B2: ...of the Latin noun pons?                 BRIDGE 
 
10. What state has the motto Ditat Deus?             ARIZONA 
 B1: What state has the motto Crescit Eundō?               NEW MEXICO 
 B2: What state has the motto Sī quaeris paenīnsulam amoenam circumspicē?              MICHIGAN 



 

 
11. What king, who came to Rome as a foreigner, was Rome's fifth king?              TARQUINIUS PRISCUS 
 B1:      What was Priscus' Etruscan name?             LUCUMO 
 B2:      What wife of Priscus was famous for making prophecies?                     TANAQUIL 
 
12. Translate the following sentence into English: "Romānī hominēs in Forō stābant." 
                 THE ROMAN MEN WERE STANDING IN THE FORUM 
 B1: ... "Mīlitēs Caesaris urbem armīs dēlēbunt."   
           THE SOLDIERS OF CAESAR WILL DESTROY THE CITY WITH ARMS 
 B2: ... "In templō Minervae meam sororem vīdeō."   
               I SEE MY SISTER IN THE TEMPLE OF MINERVA 
   
13. What Roman consul uncovered a conspiracy against his life in 63 B.C.?               CICERO 
 B1: Give Cicero's full name.              MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO 
 B2: Who led the conspiracy to kill Cicero and overthrow the Republic?         CATILINE 
 
14. Translate the indirect object in this sentence into  Latin: "I have given the children many gifts." 
                    LĪBERĪS 
 B1: Translate the verb in that sentence.         DEDĪ 
 B2: Translate the direct object in that sentence.             MULTA DONA 
 
15. Give the principal parts of doceō.      DOCEŌ, DOCĒRE, DOCUĪ, DOCTUM 
 B1: ...of ponō.            PONŌ, PONERE, POSUĪ, POSITUM  
 B2: ...of capiō.               CAPIŌ, CAPERE, CĒPĪ, CAPTUM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

2014 GEORGIA / FLORIDA CERTAMEN 
NOVICE 
ROUND 2 

 
1. What man, born in 63 B.C., become the first emperor of Rome in 27 B.C.?   AUGUSTUS / OCTAVIAN 
 B1: In what year did Augustus die?                  14 A.D. 
 B2: What wife of Augustus was the mother of Tiberius?     LIVIA (DRUSILLA) 
 
2. Identify the use of the ablative illustrated in this sentence: "Omnēs discipulī ā magistrō laudābantur." 
                       AGENT 
 B1: Translate that sentence.    
        ALL (OF) THE STUDENTS WERE (BEING) PRAISED BY THE TEACHER 
 B2: Which of the following is NOT a use of the ablative case: Place Where, Accompaniment,  
  Possession, Manner?         POSSESSION 
 
3. Who was convinced by her jealous sisters that her mysterious husband was a monster?            PSYCHE 
 B1: Who was Psyche's husband?                   CUPID 
 B2: Venus forced Psyche to perform a number of tasks. What was the first of these and who 
  helped Psyche complete it?                         SORTING GRAIN / SEEDS & ANTS HELPED HER 
 
4. Differentiate in meaning between ibi and ubi.         IBI - THERE   UBI - WHERE / WHEN 
 B1: ...between curō (C-U-R-O) and currō (C-U-R-R-O).          CŪRŌ - care (for)    CURRŌ - RUN 
 B2: ...between dīcō and dūcō.            DĪCŌ - SAY / SPEAK   DŪCŌ - LEAD 
 
5. What was the largest unit in the Roman army?               LEGION 
 B1: What was the smallest unit in the Roman army?          CENTURY 
 B2: How many men were in a century at the time of Julius Caesar?              60 
 
6. Give the correct form of the adjective celer, celeris, celere to agree with the noun form puellam. 
                CELEREM 
 B1: ...to agree with the noun form bella.            CELERIA 
 B2: ...to agree with the noun form vocum.       CELERIUM 
 
7. At what battle in 48 B.C. did Caesar defeat Pompey?     PHARSALUS 
 B1: Where is Pharsalus?                 GREECE 
 B2: Pompey fled Greece after Pharsalus and was later beheaded. Where did this occur? 
                EGYPT / ALEXANDRIA 
 
8. Which of the following words, if any, is NOT derived from the same Latin root as the others:  
 "champion," "chance," "encamp," "scamper"?             CHANCE 
 B1: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, do we derive the other three words?   
            CAMPUS - FIELD / PLAIN / MEADOW 
 B2: From what Latin verb, with what meaning, do we derive "chance"?                       CADŌ - FALL 
 
9. Who killed the Nemean Lion and the Lernean Hydra as the first two of his twelve labors?   
                      HERACLES / HERCULES 
 B1:      What cousin of Heracles forced him to complete these tasks?                                EURYSTHEUS 
 B2:      One of these labors was to retrieve the girdle of what queen of the Amazons?        HIPPOLYTTA 
 



 

10. For the verb moneō, give the 1st person, plural, imperfect, passive, indicative.               MONĒBĀMUR 
 B1: Change monēbāmur to the present active.        MONĒMUS 
 B2: Change monēmus to the perfect active.      MONUIMUS 
 
11. Who was the only emperor in Roman History to resign willingly in 305 A.D.?                  DIOCLETIAN 
 B1: Whom did Diocletian force to abdicate with him?          MAXIMIAN 
 B2: When Diocletian and Maximian abdicated in 305 A.D., who became the two Augustī  
  in the Tetrarchy?               GALERIUS & CONSTANTIUS CHLORUS 
 
12. Quot sunt quattuor et quattuor?         OCTŌ 
 B1: Quot sunt octō et octō?             SĒDECIM 
 B2: Quot sunt sēdecim et sēdecim?             TRĪGINTA (ET) DUŌ 
 
13. What ill-fated hunter was transformed into stag after he saw Artemis bathing?                           ACTEON 
 B1: Which of the daughters of Cadmus and Harmonia was Acteon's mother?                    AUTONOE 
 B2: In what ironic manner did Acteon die?         HIS DOGS ATE HIM 
                  
14. Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation cf.            CONFER - COMPARE 
 B1: ...for the abbreviation pro. tem.            PRŌ TEMPORE - FOR THE TIME BEING 
 B2: ...for the abbreviation a.u.c.   AB URBE CONDĪTĀ - FROM THE FOUNDING OF THE CITY 
   
15. What case in Latin is used for direct address?         VOCATIVE 
 B1: Give the vocative singular of the phrase "meus inimīcus."     MĪ INIMĪCE 
 B2: Give the vocative plural of the phrase "malus rēx."              MALĪ REGĒS 
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1. What derivative of the Latin verb pugnō, pugnāre means "extremely distasteful"?           REPUGNANT 
 B1: ...means "combative" or "prone to violence"?              PUGNACIOUS 
 B2: ...means "to assail the validity of a person's character, argument, or intentions'?             IMPUGN 
 
2. Allecto, Megaera, and Tisiphone were members of which mythological group?              FURIES 
 B1: Give another name for the Furies?         ERINYES / EUMENIDES 
 B2: The Erinyes are called either Eumenides or Semnai Theai after whose acquital on the  
  Areopagus?               ORESTES' 
 
3. Translate the motto of Columbia University: In tuō lumine vidēbimus lumen.    
            IN THY LIGHT WE SHALL SEE LIGHT 
 B1: Translate the motto of Tulane University: Nōn sibi sed suīs.   
                              NOT FOR HERSELF BUT FOR HER OWN 
 B2: Translate the motto of Sewanne, The University of the South: Ecce quam bonum. 
                  BEHOLD, HOW GOOD 
 
4. Hannibal's attack on what Spanish town in 219 B.C. ignited the Second Punic War?           SAGUNTUM 
 B1: After Hannibal set out for Italy, where was the first place that he met the Romans in battle? 
                   TICINUS RIVER 
 B2: What famous Roman general, only 17 years old at the time, saved his father's life at this 
  battle?                    SCIPIO AFRICANUS 
 
5. What do all of the following words have in common grammatically: esse, amāre, audīre? 
             INFINITIVES 
 B1: What do all of the following words have in common grammatically: crās, statim, audacter? 
                  ADVERBS 
 B2: What do all of the following words have in common grammatically: ecce, eugē, eugēpae? 
                 INTERJECTIONS 
 
6. Quid Anglicē significat "cibus"?          FOOD 
 B1: Quid Anglicē significat "frumentum"?                 GRAIN 
 B2: Quid Anglicē significat "onus"?           BURDEN / LOAD 
  
7. Who emerged victorious from the civil war of 193 A.D. and founded Rome's fourth dynasty? 
                   SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS 
 B1: Who preceeded Septimius Severus as emperor?      DIDIUS JULIANUS 
 B2: Where in Africa was Septimius Severus born?       LEPTIS / LEPCIS MAGNA 
 
8. Who, having scorched the earth with his wayward chariot driving, was killed by Zeus' lightning? 
               PHAETHON 
 B1: Who were the parents of Phaethon?      APOLLO / HELIOS & CLYMENE 
 B2: Into what river did Phaethon plunge to his death?           ERIDANUS 
 
 
 



 

 
9. Which of the following verbs, if any, does NOT belong by conjugation: iaceō, cēdō, faciō, agō? 
                       IACEŌ 
 B1: Which of the following nouns, if any, does NOT belong by declension: tempus, caput,  
  nox, mors?          NONE / THEY ARE ALL THE SAME DECLENSION 
 B2: Which of the following nouns, if any, does NOT belong by gender: hostis, amīcus, lex, fīnis. 
                 LEX 
 
10. What were albata, russata, venēta, and prasīna in ancient Rome?    
              FACTIONS / RACING COMPANIES / FACTIONĒS 
 B1: Give the Latin names of the two factionēs which were formed first.       ALBATA & RUSSATA 
 B2: Give the Latin names of the two factionēs which lasted the longest.        VENĒTA & PRASĪNA 
 
11. Complete the following analogy: habeō: habēbam :: sum : _________.              ERAM 
 B1: ... amō : amāvī :: stō : _________.                              STETĪ 
 B2: ... ducō : duxistī :: possum :            POTUISTĪ 
 
12. Where did the Romans defeat Phillip V in 197 B.C.?        CYNOSEPHALAE 
 B1: Who was the victorious Roman commander at Cynosephalae?  (T. QUINCTIUS) FLAMININUS 
 B2: What war did the battle of Cynosephalae end?         SECOND MACEDONIAN 
 
13. Translate this sentence into Latin: "I saw the great danger with my eyes." 
       EGO MAGNUM PERĪCULUM OCULĪS (MEĪS) VIDĒBAM / VĪDĪ 
 B1: ... "We had remained in the wide road for a long time."    IN VIĀ LĀTĀ DIŪ MANSERĀMUS 
 B2: ... "The poets will have told many stories about war." 
       POĒTAE MULTĀS FABULĀS DĒ BELLŌ NARRĀVERINT 
     
14. What nymph, the daughter of Atlas, detained Odysseus on her island for seven years?            CALYPSO 
 B1: What was the name of Calypso's island?              OGYGIA 
 B2: Who appeared to Calypso and instructed her that Zeus would destroy her island if she did 
  not release Odysseus?                HERMES 
  
15. In what three ways must an adjective agree with the noun it modifies?        CASE, NUMBER, GENDER 
 B1: How must an appositive agree with the noun it modifies?        CASE ONLY 
 B2: Which of the following adjective forms could NOT agree with the noun patrēs: fortēs,  
  fēlīcī, bonōs, magnī?                   FĒLĪCĪ 
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ROUND 4 / SEMI-FINAL ROUND 

 
1. What hero's father left behind a sword and a pair of sandals for his son to retrieve?                 THESEUS' 
 B1: Who was Theseus' father?                AEGEUS 
 B2: Theseus was sometimes said to be the son of which Olympian god?         POSEIDON 
 
2. Complete this well known Latin phrase: nē plūs _______.              ULTRĀ 
 B1: ...post proelium ___________.        PRAEMIUM 
 B2: ...ab ovō usque _____________.            AD MALA 
  
3. Identify the use of the ablative case in the following sentece: "Virī nave ad īnsulam crās navigābunt." 
                      MEANS 
 B1: Translate that sentence.   THE MEN WILL SAIL TO THE ISLAND ON A SHIP TOMORROW 
 B2: Translate this sentence and identify the use of the ablative: "Altae puellae magnā cum 
  celeritāte currēbant."  
            THE TALL GIRLS RAN / WERE RUNNING WITH GREAT SPEED - MANNER 
 
4. What battle brought the First Punic War to a conclusion in 241 B.C.?            AEGATES ISLANDS 
 B1: Who was the victorious Roman commander at this battle?      (C. LUTATIUS) CATULUS 
 B2: What naval battle of 260 B.C. was Rome's first victory at sea?                 MYLAE 
 
5. What is the meaning of the Latin noun arbor?         TREE 
 B1: ...of the Latin noun hiems?                WINTER 
 B1: ...of the Latin noun flumen?         RIVER 
 
6. Which of the Five Good Emperors toured the Roman Empire from 121-125 A.D.?         HADRIAN 
 B1: Where did Hadrian incite a revolt after he attempted to build a shrine to Jupiter Optimus 
   Maximus?                 JERUSALEM / JUDEA 
 B2: What Jewish priest fomented a rebellion against Hadrian?    (SIMON) BAR KOCH(E)BA 
 
7. In the sentence, "Walk with your friends, Marcus," translate "Marcus."           MARCE 
 B1: In the same sentence, translate "walk."            AMBULĀ 
 B2: In the same sentence, translate "with your friends."                          CUM TUĪS AMĪCĪS 
 
8. What two giants attempted to storm Olympus by piling two mountains on top of each other? 
                      OTUS & EPHIALTES 
 B1: What were these two mountains?            PELION & OSSA 
 B2: Who was the mother of Otus and Ephialtes?              IPHIMEDIA / CANACE 
 
9. What room in the Roman house served as the master's study?       TABLĪNUM 
 B1: What room in the house contained an impluvium and compluvium?              ATRIUM 
 B2: What wax death masks were sometimes displayed in the atrium?               IMAGINĒS 
 
10. Which of the following, if any, is NOT derived from the same Latin root as the others: "longitude," 
 "purloin," "lunge," "longevity"?        NONE / ALL FROM THE SAME ROOT 
 B1: From what adjective, with what meaning, are these words derived?       LONGUS - LONG 



 

 B2: What derivative of longus means "to lengthen unsually in respect to its width"?       ELONGATE 
 
 
11. What Greek general twice defeated the Romans at Heraclea and Ausculum?         PYRRHUS 
 B1: Where in Greece was Pyrrhus king?                 EPIRUS 
 B2: What Italian city enlisted the help of Pyrrhus in its war against Rome?                     TARENTUM 
 
12. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, and answer in ENGLISH the  
 question that follows: 
 
  Erat in Aegyptō puella clāra nomine Aurēlia. Puella Aurēlia in magnā casā cum patre et 
 matre et quīnque fratrēs habitābat. Publius Aurēliam valdē amābat, sed Aurelia Quīntum, 
 frātrem Pūbliī, amābat quod Quīntus multōs librōs legēbat. 
 
 Question: Where did the famous girl named Aurelia live?                EGYPT 
 B1: Including herself, how many people lived in Aurelia's house?         EIGHT 
 B2: Why did Aurelia prefer Quintus over his brother Publius?    
              (BECAUSE) HE READ MANY BOOKS 
 
13. What Cypriot sculptor created a statue which Venus brought to life?      PYGMALION 
 B1: By what name is Pygmalion's statue sometimes known?            GALATEA 
 B2: Who was the son of Pygmalion and Galatea?              PAPHOS 
 
14. How many declensions of nouns exist in Latin?          FIVE 
 B1: How many conjugations of verbs exist in Latin?       FOUR 
 B2: How many tenses of verbs exist in Latin?            SIX 
 
15. How many of the daughers of Danaus were punished in the Underworld for killing their husbands  
 on their wedding night?                  49 
 B1: Which of the Danaids did not kill her husband?       HYPERMNESTRA 
 B2: How were the Danaids punished in Tartarus?   
                THEY HAD TO CARRY WATER IN LEAKY JARS 
 
16. Translate the entire indirect object in this sentence into Latin: "I have given all of the horses water." 
               OMNIBUS EQUĪS 
 B1: Translate the verb in that sentence.         DEDĪ 
 B2: Change the verb dedī to the pluperfect tense and translate.              DEDERAM - I HAD GIVEN 
 
17. What emperor is reported to have seen the CHI RHO monogram in a dream and heard the words 
 in hōc signō vincēs?                 CONSTANTINE 
 B1: Constantine, according to legend, had this dream before what battle in 312 A.D.?   
              MILVIAN BRIDGE 
 B2: What son of Maximian drowned in the Tiber after the Milvian Bridge collapsed during  
  the battle?          MAXENTIUS 
 
18. Say in Latin: "we were able."                  POTERAMUS 
 B1: Say in Latin: "we have been able."         POTUIMUS 
 B2: Say in Latin: "we will have been able."             POTUERIMUS 
 
 



 

 

.   
19. What woman rashly boasted that her daughter Andromeda was more beautiful than the Nereids? 
             CASSIOPEIA 
 B1: Andromeda was then to be sacrificed to a sea monster. Who saved her?          PERSEUS 
 B2: Of what people was Cassiopeia the queen?      ETHIOPIANS 
 
20. When recognized by the spotter, perform the following commands: "Stā et claudē oculōs!" 
             STUDENT STANDS AND CLOSES HIS / HER EYES 
 B1: When recognized by the spotter, perform this command": Dīc mihi nomina tuōrum  
  sociōrum!"  
  CAPTAIN (OR DESIGNATED PLAYER) SAYS THE NAMES OF HIS / HER TEAMMATES 
 B2: When recognized by the spotter, perform this command: "Omnēs dīcite "Latīna est optima 
  lingua."              EVERYONE SAYS "LATIN IS THE BEST LANGUAGE" 
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1. Complete the following analogy: amīcus : amīcōrum :: cīvis ___________.             CĪVIUM 
 B1: ... celer : celeris :: acer _____________.                 ACRIS 
 B2: ... dux : duce :: mare _________.        MARĪ 
 
2. What young girl fell from a flying, golden-fleeced ram and drowned in the sea which was later  
 named for her?                     HELLE 
 B1: What brother of Helle survived and eventually flew on the ram to Colchis?                 PHRIXUS 
 B2: What king of Colchis married his daughter Chalciope to Phrixus?              AEETES 
 
3. Where did the Romans defeat Hasdrubal, the brother of Hannibal, in 207 B.C.?      METAURUS RIVER 
 B1: According to legend, how did Hannibal learn of his brother's death?   
  THE ROMAN'S CATAPULTED HASDRUBAL'S HEAD INTO HANNIBAL'S TENT / CAMP 
 B2: Give the cognōmen of one of the two Roman commanders who won this battle? 
                      SALINATOR / NERO 
 
4. Differentiate in meaning between capiō and cupiō.   
                 CAPIŌ - TAKE / CAPTURE   CUPIŌ - WANT / DESIRE 
 B1: Differentiate in meaning between veniō and inveniō.          VENIŌ - COME  INVENIŌ - FIND 
 B2: Differentiate in meaning between faciō and fugiō.         FACIŌ - DO / MAKE   FUGIŌ - FLEE 
             
5. What African queen welcomed Aeneas and his crew to Carthage in book 1 of Vergil's Aeneid?      DIDO 
 B1: What father of Aeneas died on Sicily?          ANCHISES 
 B2: What sister of Dido unknowingly helped her prepare her funeral pyre?      ANNA 
 
6. Define undēvīgintī.              NINETEEN  
 B1: Define trīginta.                   THIRTY 
 B2: Define centum.               ONE HUNDRED 
 
7. What famous general under Augustus was responsible for winning the battle of Actium in 31 B.C.? 
                       (M.) AGRIPPA 
 B1: What man had Agrippa defeated at the battle of Naulochus in 36 B.C.?        SEXTUS POMPEY 
 B2: Octavian was forced to make war upon Sextus Pompey because he had prevented the grain 
   supply from traveling to Rome from what island?                SICILY 
   
8. What abbreviation would the Romans have used to date things from the founding of the city?       A.U.C. 
 B1: Give the Latin for that abbreviation.               AB URBE CONDITĀ 
 B2: Give the alternate form for this abbreviation.     ANNŌ URBIS CONDITAE 
 
9. Which of the following, if any, is NOT derived from the same Latin word as the others: "cordial," 
 "corporeal," "incorporate," "corporation"?             CORDIAL 
 B1: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, do we derive "cordial"?           COR - HEART 
 B2: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, do we derive the other words in the toss-up? 
                CORPUS - BODY 
 



 

 

 
 
10. You are sitting peacefully on the couch and your mother walks in and shouts "Cūr herī tuum frātrem 
 ē fenestrā iēcistī." What did she accuse you of doing yesterday?   
           THROWING YOUR BROTHER OUT OF A WINDOW  
 B1: You emphatically deny the defenestration of your brother by saying: "..sed ē fenestrā cecidit." 
  What have you told your mother?             (BUT) HE FELL (OUT OF THE WINDOW) 
 B2: Finally your mother angrily says: "Discēde ē casā et numquam rēvenī." Although you think 
  her words are harsh, what has your mother told you to do?   
       LEAVE (THE HOUSE) AND NEVER RETURN / COME BACK 
 
11. VISUAL TOSS UP. Pass out visual question to all players.   
 
 The following toss up question is a visual. We are currently providing each 
 player with a copy of the visual. Please do not turn over the visual until 
 instructed to do so. Also, please be mindful that this is a toss up question,  
 so do not consult or communicate with your teammates. Please turn over the  
 visual; you will have 10 seconds to examine it (wait 10 seconds). Here is your question: 
 
 Question: You are looking at ancient depictions of famous monsters in mythology. On what island 
     was the monster in picture "A" imprisoned?                CRETE 
 
 B1:    Identify, by letter and name, the monster which was killed by Bellerophon.       B - CHIMERA 
 B2:    Picture "C" shows the god Zeus about to hurl a thunderbolt at what monster?            TYPHON 
 
12. Place the following battles of the Second Punic War into chronological order: Baecula, Ilipa, Zama,  
 Cannae.               CANNAE, BAECULA, ILIPA, ZAMA 
 B1: Which Roman general was victorious in three of those battles?              SCIPIO AFRICANUS 
 B2: In what year did the battle of Cannae occur?               216 B.C. 
 
13. Which of the following prepositions does NOT govern the accusative case: sine, trans, per, propter? 
                 SINE 
 B1: Which of the following prepositions does NOT govern the ablative case: prō, inter, ab, cum? 
                         INTER 
 B2: Name two prepositions which can take either the accusative or the ablative.   
                    IN / SUB / SUBTER / SUPER 
 
14. Translate: "Servī dominōs nōn audiēbant."   
              THE SLAVES WERE NOT LISTENING TO / HEARING THE MASTERS 
 B1: ... "Coquī cēnam in culīnā cum cūrā parāverant."   
     THE COOKS HAD PREPARED DINNER IN THE KITCHEN WITH CARE / CAREFULLY 
 B2: ... "Fortēs hominēs prō patriā pugnā semper pugnābunt."    
           BRAVE MEN WILL ALWAYS FIGHT FOR THE COUNTRY 
 
15. Labdacus, Creon, Pentheus, Oedipus, and Cadmus were all kings of what city?             THEBES 
 B1: Which of those kings was killed by the Maenads?           PENTHEUS 
 B2: Which of those kings founded the city of Thebes?           CADMUS 
 
 



 

 
 
16. The words Ubi tū Gaius Ego Gaia would have been spoken during what type of event in  
 ancient Rome?            WEDDING / CONFARREĀTIŌ 
 B1: What type of marriage ceremony involved the fictious sale of the bride?                  COEMPTIŌ 
 B2: What was the term used for marriages conducted between slaves?           CONTUBERNIUM / A 
 
17. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, and answer IN LATIN the  
 question that follows: 
 
  Olim erat magnum bellum inter Romānōs Carthaginiensēsque. In magnō bellō erant 
 multa proelia in Italiā et Hispaniā et Africā. Hannibal, dux Carthaginiensis, Romānōs in 
 quattuor proeliīs in Italiā superāvit, sed in terrā Africā ā Scipione vincēbātur. 
 
 Question: Quid inter Romānōs Carthaginiensēsque erat?         (MAGNUM) BELLUM 
 B1:      In quot patriīs magnum bellum gerēbātur?           TRĒS 
 B2:      Quis in terrā Africā ā Scipione vincēbātur?       HANNIBAL 
 
18. What young emperor had a promising start to his reign under the guidance of his Praetorian Prefect and  
 his tutor, but descended into madness after five years, going so far as to murder his own mother?  NERO 
 B1: Who was Nero's mother?              AGRIPPINA THE YOUNGER 
 B2: Name either the Praetorian Prefect or the stoic philosopher who guided Nero in the early part 
  of his reign?       (L. AFRANIUS) BURRUS / SENECA THE YOUNGER 
 
19. From what Latin verb, with what meaning, do we derive "survey" and "visionary"?           VIDEŌ - SEE 
 B1: ...do we derive "ammunition"?              MUNIŌ - BUILD / FORTIFY 
 B2: ...do we derive "provost" and "preposition"?             PONŌ - PUT / PLACE 
 
20. Who prayed to her father Peneius to spare her while fleeing from the advances of Apollo?       DAPHNE 
 B1: According to Ovid, Daphne begged her father to allow her to be a virgin like what goddess?        
                        DIANA 
 B2: Into what type of tree did Peneius transform Daphne?            LAUREL 
 
 
 


